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ABSTRACT 

 The use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) in the treatment of acute 

respiratory failure patients has demonstrated improvement on patient survivability when 

compared to conventional treatment using mechanical ventilation. The purpose of this project 

was to complete a retrospective review of the data acquired over the six years the ECMO 

program has been operating at BUMCP in order to describe relationships between different 

anticoagulation strategies and patient outcomes. 

 Data was collected from patients who were over the 18 years of age, treated with the 

veno-venous modality of ECMO, with an acute respiratory failure, and treated between May 1st, 

2010 and June 31, 2016. Several dependent were analyzed seeking to explain potential 

relationships between different anticoagulation strategies and patient outcomes. 

Overall, the patients treated with veno-venous ECMO at BUMCP experienced a 55% 

survival to discharge rate. The group that received no heparin had the lowest survival to 

discharge rate at 33% which suggests that the use of heparin may be beneficial in ECMO 

patients. The titrated heparin group had the highest average hemoglobin (10.5 g/dl, SD 1.2) yet 

required the most units of PRBCs to be transfused (17.9 units, SD 21.6). The average ACT for 

this group was also highest at 174.8 (SD 24.7) suggesting that more transfusions were required 

due to bleeding complications from the use of heparin. A higher ACT also was associated with 

an increased length of stay. The only statistically significant relationship noted in the study was a 

positive relationship between ACT and hemoglobin level in the titrated heparin group (r = .450, 

p = .005) suggesting that as the ACT increased so did the patient’s average hemoglobin level.  
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Conclusions: This study found evidence that suggested the use of heparin in ECMO 

patients may have a positive impact on their survival. Furthermore, patients who were exposed to 

a set rate of heparin experienced a greater survival to discharge rate and required fewer 

transfusions of PRBCs during their hospital stay. However, further research is needed to address 

potential co-morbidities that may have had an impact on patient survival as well as transfusion 

requirements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Extracorporeal life support (ECLS) is a term that is used to describe the use of machines 

to support heart and/or lung function (Zwischenberger & Bartlett, 2005). The use of ECLS to 

access a patient’s’ vasculature with the purpose of respiratory and/or cardiac support is more 

commonly known as extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO; Zwischenberger & Bartlett, 

2005). Once access of the vasculature has been achieved, ECMO works by removing blood from 

the body, passing it through a gas exchange device that facilitates gas exchange similarly to the 

native lung, and then returns the blood back to the body (Abrams, Combs, & Brodie, 2014). The 

use of ECMO is generally reserved for those patients with acute, severe, yet reversible, cardiac 

and pulmonary disease or injury that have a high mortality risk, despite the use of conventional 

treatment (Zwischenberger & Bartlett, 2005). ECMO has been used to support patients during a 

variety of conditions, including cardiac and respiratory illnesses, such as acute lung injury (ALI), 

acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), transfusion related acute lung injury (TRALI), 

myocardial infarction (MI), pulmonary embolism (PE), cardiogenic shock, and cardiac arrest 

(Guttendorf, Boujoukos, Ren, Rosenzweig, & Hravnak, 2014). The current reported survival rate 

for adult respiratory failure patients on ECMO is 53%, while cardiac patients have a 32% 

survival rate on ECMO (Zwischenberger & Bartlett, 2005). Improvements to circuitry and newer 

technology have allowed ECMO to become a treatment option for increasing numbers of patients 

that may not have other alternatives. 

Background Knowledge 

As with most medical interventions, the possibility of complications exists during the use 

of ECMO. Chief among these is the risk for bleeding complications associated with 
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anticoagulation used during ECMO treatment. Contact of blood with ECMO circuitry leads to 

initiation of the clotting cascade and necessitates the need for anticoagulation in order to reduce 

the risk of clot formation (Lamb et al., 2012). Bleeding complications are common, having been 

reported to be as high as 40.8% in patients who receive treatment with ECMO and may 

contribute to the poor survival rates attributed to ECMO patients (Lamb et al., 2012; Abrams, 

Combs, & Brodie, 2014). Source of the bleeding complications are diverse and include bleeding 

from cannula sites, gastrointestinal bleeding, pulmonary hemorrhage, and hemorrhage associated 

with procedures such as chest tube placement (Lamb et al., 2012; Abrams, Combs, & Brodie, 

2014). Currently, there are no universally accepted evidenced-based anticoagulation clinical 

guidelines for ECMO, and anticoagulation strategies and monitoring vary widely by ECMO 

center (Abrams & Brodie, 2016; Bembea et al., 2013). The Extracorporeal Life Support 

Organization (ELSO), an organization seen as the governing body of ECMO and comprised of 

international ECMO centers, offers guidelines but explains that these “general” guidelines are 

more of a “detailed discussion of anticoagulation” (ELSO, 2014, p. 2). They further explain 

“every ECLS program will have to come up with an approach to monitoring the anticoagulant 

effect of unfractionated heparin that works best for their patients” (ELSO, 2014, p. 13). These 

guidelines suggested by ELSO center on unfractionated heparin as the most widely used 

systemic anticoagulant used during treatment with ECMO, and will be the focus of this project. 

Local Problem 

Lack of widely accepted, standardized, evidence-based clinical research centered on the 

use of anticoagulation during ECMO has left most facilities to develop anticoagulation strategies 

of their own (Bembea et al., 2013). The adverse bleeding complications associated with ECMO 
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were very apparent when the program at Banner University Medical Center – Phoenix (BUMCP) 

was developed in 2012. This program followed the general anticoagulation guidelines provided 

by ELSO, but over time several adjustments of the anticoagulation management have been made 

to these guidelines in an attempt to decrease bleeding complications. Often, the anticoagulation 

strategy chosen for a specific patient is at the discretion of the intensivist in charge of managing 

the patient, with changes made based on lab results, observable bleeding, or patient status. As the 

program at BUMCP evolved, data regarding ECMO patients was collected including 

anticoagulation strategies, bleeding complications, mortality, length of stay, ECMO circuit run 

time, hemoglobin and hematocrit values, as well as activated clotting time (ACT) levels. These 

data are then reported to a centralized database known as the ELSO registry that can be accessed 

by all ELSO members for the purpose of research. The availability of these data provides a 

unique opportunity to analyze and interpret that data to better understand which, if any, 

anticoagulation strategy used at BUMCP leads to improved patient outcomes. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this project was to complete a retrospective review of the data focusing 

on anticoagulation strategy used, mortality, length of stay, ECMO circuit run time, hemoglobin 

values, as well as activated clotting time (ACT) levels over the six years the ECMO program has 

been operating at BUMCP in order to describe relationships between anticoagulation strategies 

and patient outcomes.  
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Study Question 

What anticoagulation management strategy appears to result in better patient outcomes 

including decreased bleeding complications, decreased length of stay, decreased mortality, and 

decreased time spent on ECMO? 

FRAMEWORK AND SYNTHESIS OF EVIDENCE 

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework chosen to guide this project is the Iowa Model of Evidence-

Based Practice. This model has a primary purpose of guiding health care providers when using 

evidence to improve patient outcomes (Titler, 2010). It places emphasis on teamwork and 

integrates the act of research, current evidence, and other types of evidence like case reports or 

expert opinion (Titler, 2010). The Iowa model has been widely distributed since its inception and 

has been used with great success in numerous health care and academic settings (White & 

Spruce, 2015). In this model, knowledge- and problem-focused triggers allow individuals to look 

at current practices and decide if care can be improved utilizing current research available to 

them (White & Spruce, 2015; Titler 2010). This model also allows for the consideration of 

conducting novel research should an inadequate number of scientifically sound studies be found 

to create a base of practice during literature review (Titler, 2010). This model was chosen to 

guide the project due to its emphasis on teamwork and its belief that the use and implementation 

of evidence-based practice is a continuous process that requires several steps to garner 

substantial provider support (Titler, 2010). 

The first step in the process is the selection of a topic. Multiple factors must be 

considered when choosing a topic, including the priority of the problem, its applications to 
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practice, the accessibility of data and current evidence in the area, staff involvement, and its 

overall contribution to the improvement of care (Doody & Doody, 2011). The selection of a 

topic begins as a problem- or knowledge-focused trigger that can include risk management data, 

identification of a clinical problem, new research or literature, or questions from an institutional 

standards committee (Titler, 2010; White & Spruce, 2015). A problem focused trigger and 

identification of a clinical problem led to selection of the topic for this project. Hemorrhagic 

events noticed during treatment with ECMO led to the question of whether anticoagulation 

strategies currently utilized by BUMCP had any effect on patient outcomes. Once a topic has 

been selected, the process outline by the Iowa model can move on to the next step. 

Step two begins with the formation of a team in charge of assessing the selected topic, 

development and implementation of a solution, and evaluation of the process (White & Spruce, 

2015; Doody & Doody, 2011). Selection of the team should be determined by the chosen topic 

and should include all key stakeholders (Brown, 2014; Doody & Doody, 2011). The success of 

this project will rely on effective use of team members that will include guidance from 

committee members, evidence reporting by bedside ECMO nurses and physicians, access to 

patient data provided by the ECMO coordinator at BUMCP, and collaboration with BUMCP. 

Inclusion of a medical librarian who can help to search for and retrieve studies related to the 

topic will aid in the success of the project (Brown, 2014). Once a team has been selected, the 

process moves forward to evidence retrieval and critique. 

After the team has been formed, step three continues by identifying key search terms and 

available sources (Doody & Doody, 2001). Key terms identified for this project include ECMO, 

anticoagulation, patient outcomes, mortality, and morbidity. After identification of key terms, a 
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literature search utilizing electronic databases including CINAHL, Medline, and Embase should 

be conducted for studies related to the selected topic (Doody & Doody, 2012; Brown, 2014). 

During this time, other sources of data such as the Extracorporeal Life Support Organization 

(ELSO) patient database should be identified as potential contributors to the evidence search. 

Once current research studies have been gathered, a critique must be done in order to evaluate 

the scientific merit of each study and whether it will be considered for the current project 

(Brown, 2014). After completion of the critique, the team must decide if there is sufficient 

evidence to implement a practice change, or if novel research needs to be conducted (Brown, 

2014). The scope of this project is to clarify this step in particular and identify anticoagulation 

strategies used during ECMO treatment that result in the best patient outcomes and describe the 

potential need for evidence-based standardized guidelines. 

The final steps in the Iowa model process include developing an evidence-based practice 

standard, implementing that standard, evaluating the implementation process and outcomes, and 

modifying the recommended guidelines as necessary (Titler, 2010). The information gathered 

from the proposed project would provide the evidence necessary for development and proposal 

of future evidence-based guidelines. Continual evaluation of clinical treatment described by the 

proposed project is central to the improvement of quality patient care (Brown, 2014). 

The identification of key stakeholders will play a crucial role in the evolution and success 

of this project. These individuals can affect or be affected by the outcome of this project and both 

sides should be considered (Moran, 2014). The individuals that will affect the outcome of this 

project include patients, physicians, the ECMO coordinator, ECMO team, and BUMCP. 

Identification of positive influence stakeholders from those mentioned above will be vital as they 
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may be open to championing or supporting the project in some way (Moran, 2014). They may 

provide objective guidance, help with solutions to address identified issues, or provide specific 

resources that may support the project (Moran, 2014). Clear communication of project goals and 

purposes, as well as the early inclusion of the key stakeholders will increase the opportunity for 

success of this project (Moran & Burson, 2014). Conversely, identification of negative influence 

stakeholders will also be vital as this will help identify barriers that may need to be overcome as 

the project continues (Moran, 2014). 

Key Concepts 

Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO) 

ECMO is characterized by the use of a heart/lung machine as a means of supporting 

cardiac and/or respiratory function (Abrams, Combes, & Brodie, 2014). ECMO begins by 

gaining access of a central vein through the use of drainage cannula (Zwischenberger & Bartlett, 

2005). Deoxygenated blood is then removed from the body through the drainage cannula by an 

external pump, passed through an oxygenator that facilitates gas exchange similar to the native 

lung, and returns the oxygenated blood through a reinfusion cannula (Abrams, Combes, and 

Brodie, 2014; Zwischenberger & Bartlett, 2005). When the oxygenated blood is returned to a 

central vein, the process is known as venovenous ECMO and only respiratory support is being 

provided by this configuration (Abrams, Combes, & Brodie, 2014). Returning the oxygenated 

blood to an artery provides both respiratory and cardiac support and is referred to as venoarterial 

ECMO (Abrams, Combes, & Brodie, 2014). The amount of blood oxygenated by the device 

depends on multiple factors including gas exchange of the native lung, blood flow through the 

circuit, and the percentage of oxygen delivered by the oxygenator (Abrams, Combes, & Brodie, 
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2014). Carbon dioxide removal is dependent on the rate which gas passes through the 

oxygenator, known as sweep gas, and the blood flow rate (Abrams, Combes, & Brodie, 2014). 

While ECMO is an effective rescue therapy for individuals with severe pulmonary and cardiac 

illness, associated morbidity and mortality rates remain high (Guttendorff, Boujoukos, Ren, 

Rosenzweif, & Hravnak, 2014). 

Anticoagulation Strategies 

During treatment with ECMO, circulating blood comes into contact with non-endothelial 

surfaces initiating the clotting cascade and necessitating the use of anticoagulation (Annich & 

Miskulin, 2005). These non-endothelial surfaces can be artificial such as the tubing or 

mechanical pump used by ECMO, or biological like the surgical wound created during 

cannulation (Annich & Miskulin, 2005). The use of anticoagulation to inhibit thrombosis during 

treatment with ECMO is necessary for several reasons, including maintenance of circuit patency, 

assuring adequate blood flow and gas exchange in the oxygenator, and prevention of emboli 

(Annich & Miskulin, 2005). Current guidelines established by ELSO recommend the use of 

Heparin as the gold standard of anticoagulation for use during ECMO treatment. ELSO (2014) 

also recommends the use of activated clotting time (ACT) as the best measurement of 

anticoagulant effect. These guidelines, however, only recommend that the ACT range remain in 

the range of 180-220 and suggest that the anticoagulation strategy be at the discretion of the 

intensivist in charge of the case (ELSO, 2014). Current evidence suggests there is high 

variability in the anticoagulation strategies used among ECMO centers with minimum heparin 

infusion rates ranging between 0 U/kg/hr to 11-25 U/kg/hr, and maximum infusion rates 

beginning at 50-75 U/kg/hr and having no upper limit (Bembea et al., 2013). While most 
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institutions reported having a written protocol for anticoagulation during ECMO, the majority 

indicated that anticoagulation was primarily managed by ICU staff making day-to-day decisions 

(Bembea et al., 2013). Several anticoagulation strategies are currently employed at BUMC-P and 

include using no anticoagulation during treatment with ECMO, use of a fixed heparin rate 

determined by the managing intensivist, and an anticoagulation titration protocol based on ACT 

values determined by the managing intensivist. A standard anticoagulation strategy may help 

optimize the anticoagulation used during ECMO and minimize adverse events associated with 

anticoagulation.  

Anticoagulation Complications 

This project looked at several patient outcomes, including length of stay, bleeding 

complications, mortality and time spent on ECMO. Emphasis was placed on the adverse effect of 

bleeding as this is the most commonly reported complication and is partly attributed to the 

anticoagulation used (Lamb et al., 2012). Bleeding has been reported in roughly 32% of all 

ECMO-supported patients (Lamb et al., 2012). To better gauge the amount of bleeding seen by 

ECMO patients, close attention will be given to the amount of blood transfusions received during 

treatment. Current ELSO recommendations suggest that patients receive transfusions to achieve 

a normal hemoglobin between 12 to 14 g/dL, often requiring two to three units of packed red 

blood cells (pRBCs) daily (Agerstrand, Burkart, Abrams, Bacchetta, & Brodie, 2015). The 

program at BUMCP follows standard transfusion guidelines outlined by the American 

Association of Blood Banks and maintains a hemoglobin of 7 g/dL. A similar approach used by 

Agerstrand et al. (2015) showed a median transfusion rate of 1 unit over a median duration of 9.0 

days.  
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Synthesis of Evidence 

A literature search was conducted using CINAHL, PubMed and Google scholar for 

articles using the search terms extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, ECMO, anticoagulation, 

anticoagulation management, outcomes, ventilatory management, adult, and bleeding. Over 400 

articles related to the topic were found during the initial search. The search was further limited to 

research articles published within a certain time frame (2006-2016). After these limitations, 127 

articles related to patient outcomes during treatment with ECMO, anticoagulation used while on 

ECMO, novel approaches to anticoagulation for ECMO, and evaluation of measurements for 

anticoagulation while on ECMO were considered for inclusion. For the scope of this research 

project, fourteen articles chosen for their relevance to patients treated with veno-venous ECMO 

were evaluated and are presented here (Table 1). 

Patient Outcomes 

A review of literature revealed only three randomized controlled trials each with different 

approaches and significantly different results. Patient outcomes appear to have improved as 

technology and our understanding of its use have advanced over time. The first study was 

conducted by the US National Institute of Health in the 1970s during the initial days of 

extracorporeal support (Zapol et al., 1979). This study found that patients whose treatment was 

supplemented with the use of ECMO had no better outcomes than those who were treated with 

conventional treatment at the time (Zapol et al., 1979). A second study conducted in 1994 by 

Morris et al. yielded similar results, as they too found no significant difference between 

individuals treated with ECMO and a conventional positive-pressure mechanical ventilation 

strategy. The third trial conducted by Peek at al. (2010) used a randomized controlled trial to 
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demonstrate that patients treated with ECMO had a lower risk of mortality or disability when 

compared to patients treated with conventional management (36.7% versus 52.9% respectively). 

Several differences exist between the two studies that reported no significant difference 

in mortality and the trial conducted by Peek et al. (2010). The first study focused on a veno-

arterial approach to ECMO, used a very small number of patients, and used significantly 

different ventilation techniques (Peek et al., 2010). The second study focused on a low-flow 

ECMO strategy and relied on the patient’s lungs to provide oxygenation (Peek et al., 2010). 

These differences make it difficult to draw comparisons between the three studies, yet suggest 

that the improved technology and understanding of pathophysiology have led to different 

treatment options that have significantly better patient outcomes.  

Peek et al. (2010) described a major limitation in the lack of standardization of care in the 

conventional treatment arm (Peek at al., 2010). They suggest that this is due to the inability of 

critical care intensivists to agree as to what constituted optimal care (Peek et al., 2010). The 

authors also noted that simply transferring a patient to a center that specialized in the treatment 

of serious, yet reversible respiratory failure and used modalities such as ECMO had an 

encouraging impact on patient survivability (Peek et al., 2010). This again is suggestive of an 

improved understanding of treatment options available for patients with diagnosis of respiratory 

failure. 

Treatment characteristics associated with positive and negative patient outcomes for 

patients treated with ECMO has been well described in the literature. Guttendorf, Boujoukos, 

Ren, Rosenzweig, and Hravnak (2014) found that patients treated for respiratory illnesses had 

better outcomes when compared to their cardiac counterparts, and increasing age was associated 
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with poorer outcomes. Patients with poorer outcomes had significantly higher percentages of 

complications during their treatment with ECMO and mortality was as high as 36% among those 

with complications (Guttendorf et al., 2010; Aubron et al., 2013). The most significant 

complications associated with mortality included hemorrhage, renal failure, and blood stream 

infections with hemorrhage being the most common (Guttendorf et al., 2010; Aubron et al., 

2013). Interestingly, the amount of blood and platelet transfusions required were established as 

independent risk factors of mortality for ECMO and further studies identifying bleeding risk 

factors and coagulopathy management have been recommended (Aubron et al., 2013). 

Bleeding Management and Blood Conservation 

Bleeding remains one of the most significant challenges facing patient undergoing 

treatment with ECMO. A thorough understanding of bleeding management and blood 

conservation strategies is necessary to help prevent mortality associated with this complication. 

Causes of bleeding on ECMO are widely varied and can be associated with procedures done 

prior to ECMO, ECMO cannulation itself or prolonged ECMO treatment (Lamb et al., 2012). 

Several of the identified causes for the bleeding events include chest tube insertion, cannula 

dislodgement, ventricular rupture, and jejunal vasculature abnormalities (Lamb et al., 2012). The 

major bleeding complications associated with ECMO can be successfully treated using surgical 

and/or endoscopic approaches (Lamb et al., 2012). While this strategy is reactive, a proactive 

strategy to decrease the potential for bleeding should be considered. 

A three-part strategy described by Agerstrand, Burkart, Abrams, Bacchetta, and Brodie 

(2015) included using low-dose anticoagulation, autotransfusion of the blood within the ECMO 

circuit at decannulation, and accepting a hemoglobin as low as 7.0 g/dL prior to transfusion of 
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blood products. Use of this strategy was shown to lower transfusion requirement and reduce 

bleeding complications seen in ECMO patients (Agerstrand et al., 2015). Another strategy 

described with some success is the use of no systemic anticoagulation in short ECMO runs for 

patients undergoing veno-arterial ECMO (Lamarche et al., 2010). This strategy was used for 

specific patients who were treated with the circuit for a mean time of 46 hours and showed a 

decreased use of PRBCs and a lower need for repeat sternotomy (Lamarche et al., 2010). These 

results have poor generalizability; however, as the patients treated had specific pathology and 

were on the circuit for a significantly short amount of time. Another major limitation discussed 

by all the authors was the low sample size and retrospective nature of the studies (Lamb et al., 

2012; Lamarche et al., 2010, Agerstrand et al., 2015). 

Anticoagulation: Parameters, Measurement, and Management 

Three articles regarding anticoagulation used during the treatment of ECMO were chosen 

for their information regarding measurement of anticoagulation, the parameters used for titration 

of anticoagulation, and the variability of anticoagulation management among ECMO centers. 

The variability of anticoagulation management across ECMO centers was demonstrated in an 

article by Bembea et al. (2013). The authors used a single, cross-sectional survey sent out 

through the Extracorporeal Life Support Organization (ELSO) monthly newsletter to obtain their 

data (Bembea et al., 2013). Of the 187 ELSO-registered ECMO centers, the authors received 

replies from 121 participants. 72% of respondents reported having written protocols regarding 

anticoagulation and blood transfusion management specific to ECMO (Bembea et al., 2013). The 

use of unfractionated heparin was reported by all respondents with ACT being the preferred 

method of anticoagulation measurement (97%; Bembea et al., 2013). Of note, the interventions 
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used for values that were out-of-range varied widely between centers (Bembea et al., 2013). The 

study discussed several limitations including the inability to control for duplicate responses as 

the surveys were anonymous, selection bias due to only using ELSO-registered programs, and 

the inability to control for different approaches used for different age groups (Bembea et al., 

2013). 

An evaluation of the effectiveness of activated clotting time (ACT) and activated partial 

thromboplastin time (aPTT) for monitoring anticoagulation with heparin during treatment with 

ECMO revealed that aPTT may be more accurate than ACT for measuring heparin dosing 

(Atallah, Liebl, Fitousis, Bostan, & Masud, 2014). Evaluated paired samples of anticoagulation 

measurements concluded that a better correlation was seen between heparin dose and aPTT 

(Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r) = 0.43-0.54) than that of heparin and ACT (r 

= 0.11-.014; Atallah et al., 2014). Using a more accurate measurement of heparin dosing may 

allow for tighter control of anticoagulation used during ECMO and a reduction in bleeding 

complications associated with over-anticoagulation. Furthermore, the use of point-of-care testing 

(POCT) such as thromboelastometry and platelet aggregometry can yield accurate, timely 

information regarding bleeding episodes and allow for targeted therapy protocols to be 

developed (Nair et al., 2015). These POCTs can provide specific information about clot quality 

as well as platelet dysfunction and may be predictive of bleeding (Nair et al., 2015). 

Understanding these potential tools may help to improve patient outcomes and reduce cost by 

allowing early intervention during bleeding episodes. 

Overall a moderate systemic anticoagulation strategy may be required during the use of 

ECMO in order to help limit the bleeding complications associated with ECMO (Weingart et al., 
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2015). Weinart et al. (2015) used a retrospective review to compare anticoagulation 

management, transfusion requirements, and coagulation parameters in patients receiving 

treatment with ECMO and a pumpless interventional lung assist (iLA) device. Platelet counts in 

patients treated with ECMO dropped significantly, and anticoagulation with a mean activate 

partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) >53s lead to greater transfusion requirements (Weingart et 

al., 2015). Of note, the authors discuss the two groups compared differed in terms of sample size, 

BMI, gender ratio, and the treatment modalities studied had different indications for use 

(Weingart et al., 2015). These limitations suggest the need for further investigation with more 

rigorous standards. 

Novel Anticoagulation 

Two studies were included for their information regarding new approaches to the 

anticoagulation of ECMO. Both of these studies look at the use of bivalirudin as a novel 

approach to anticoagulation amongst ECMO patients. While one study found no difference in 

bleeding, thromboembolic complications, or mortality between patients treated with heparin and 

patients treated with bivalirudin (Pieri et al., 2013), another study found that blood loss was 

significantly less in patients receiving bivalirudin (Ranucci et al., 2011). Both studies concluded 

that the use of bivalirudin in the setting of ECMO provides a safe alternative associated with a 

superior coagulation profile, no risk of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, and less bleeding 

(Ranucci et al., 2011; Pieri et al., 2013). A limitation discussed by both authors is the 

retrospective nature of the studies limiting their scientific rigor (Ranucci et al., 2011; Pieri et al., 

2013). Of note, Pieri et al. (2013) point out that aPTT values may vary due to mechanical reasons 
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even when completed by the same equipment, but do not discuss the impact that this may have 

on their study. 

Strengths and Weaknesses 

One of the strengths noted is the growing body of new evidence that is relevant to the 

topic of anticoagulation strategies. This suggests that a problem has been identified and the 

ECMO community is working together to make ECMO safe, effective, and evidence-based. A 

major weakness is the lack of literature found in the adult population. Most of the focus has been 

given to pediatrics when it comes to ECMO, and from my perspective that information may have 

use in guiding practice in an adult population. A glaring weakness pointed out by nearly all 

evaluated articles was the retrospective nature of data collection. While no clear reason for this 

was given in the articles, it could be suspected that the emergent nature of ECMO, along with 

cost are two of the major hindrances from performing more rigorous studies like randomized 

controlled trials. It is evident that yet more research is required to gain a better understanding of 

all things ECMO. 

METHODS 

Purpose 

The purpose of this DNP project was to evaluate clinical outcomes associated with 

different anticoagulant strategies employed during treatment with ECMO at BUMCP. The 

project will first identify the anticoagulation strategy used for each patient. Identifying these 

categories will allow comparison between the groups and give context to the variables being 

studied. Once each group has been identified, data regarding specific outcomes including 

mortality, length of stay, ECMO circuit run time, hemoglobin values, as well as activated 
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clotting time (ACT) levels for a specific group will be collected and analyzed. The principal 

investigator will then use the data collected to identify differences in patient outcomes between 

the groups that received different anticoagulation strategies. 

Project Design 

This project utilized a retrospective, correlational, descriptive approach. In retrospective 

studies, the researcher starts with the dependent variable (the effect), and then evaluates its 

relation to one or more independent variables (possible causes) that have already occurred (Polit 

& Beck, 2012). This study began with several dependent variables including length of stay, 

patient survival, length of ECMO circuit run time, decreased hemoglobin, as well as prolonged 

ACTs. The independent variables were the anticoagulation strategy used by the ECMO team at 

BUMCP.  

Descriptive research seeks to explain, discern, and detail a situation as it occurs naturally 

and can generate hypothesis or theory creation (Polit & Beck, 2012). Descriptive correlational 

studies are used to explain the interactions between variables as opposed to attempting to 

establish causality (Polit & Beck, 2012). This project will seek to explain the relationship 

between anticoagulation strategies and bleeding complications. This information may then lead 

to other hypothesis and generate experimental research that could be used to establish causality. 

Correlational research is extremely efficient in amassing a significant amount of information and 

is frequently strongly grounded in realism (Polit & Beck, 2012). These strengths will allow for 

multiple variables to be evaluated at once and provide for real-world applications. 
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Ethical Considerations 

Beneficence 

Beneficence refers to the researcher’s necessity to ensure that their research produce the 

maximum amount of benefits possible for their research participants or others (Polit & Beck, 

2012). Potential harm should be minimized during the research as well (Polit & Beck, 2012). 

Since this project was retrospective in nature, there was no intention to expose any patients to 

potentially new harm or discomfort. Polit and Beck, (2012) also explain that study participants 

should not be placed at a disadvantage or exposed to damages as part of beneficence. Participants 

should not have the information collected during their participation used against them (Polit & 

Beck, 2012). This research had no need to contact the patients retrospectively as most of the 

personal data collected was demographic in nature. There were no identifying characteristics that 

would allow a patient’s identity to be determined and have their protected health information 

made publically accessible. 

Respect for Human Dignity 

Respect for human dignity maintains that researchers must treat participants as 

autonomous agents who are capable of controlling their own actions (U.S. Department of Health 

and Human Services [USDHHS], 1979). This means that researchers must give prospective 

participants the ability to decide if they wish to participate in the research (Polit & Beck, 2012). 

In order to make that decision, the researchers must fully disclose potential risks and benefits, the 

type of research being conducted, their responsibilities, and the participant’s right to refuse (Polit 

& Beck, 2012). The nature of data collected will determine if consent is required and that will be 

determine by an internal review board (IRB). The University of Arizona IRB states that in order 
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for a waiver of consent to be granted, the following criteria must be met: minimal risk to 

participants, will not affect rights/welfare, could not be practicably carried out, and the subject 

will be give more information if possible (The University of Arizona, 2015). This research did 

not require informed consent as all criteria have been met. 

Justice 

Justice refers to a participant’s right to fair treatment and their right to privacy (Polit & 

Beck, 2012). A researcher must treat all participants in a nonprejudicial way and honor all the 

agreements made with participants (Polit & Beck, 2012). Given its retrospective nature, this 

project made every attempt to ensure these individuals were not exploited in any way. Since 

informed consent was waived, it becomes paramount to protect these individuals who are unable 

to protect their own interests. Their privacy must also be of the upmost importance and patient’s 

health information should be protected during all parts of this research. This project only used a 

specific amount of demographic data including gender, ethnicity, and age limiting potential 

identifying factors.  

Setting 

The setting for this research was the medical-surgical and cardiovascular intensive care 

units at the academic medical center Banner University Medical Center – Phoenix located in 

Phoenix, Arizona. BUMCP is home to over 1,600 physicians that provide care to over 38,000 

inpatient visits seen yearly (Banner Health, 2016). This setting was chosen for its ability to 

provide expanded research opportunities, and its specialty services including advanced lung 

disease and advanced heart care (Banner Health, 2016). 
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Participants 

This project employed a consecutive, nonprobability sampling strategy in order to recruit 

all potential participants who met eligible criteria over a specific time interval (Polit & Beck, 

2012). Using a consecutive sampling strategy will allow for a sampling period that is long 

enough to deal with any potential bias associated with time-related variations (Polit & Beck, 

2012). A weakness of nonprobability sampling is its potential for producing samples that are not 

representative of the population at large (Polit & Beck, 2012). Consecutive sampling looks to 

greatly reduce this bias by including all eligible members of an accessible population (Polit & 

Beck, 2012).  

Potential participants were chosen retrospectively from a pool of patients that have been 

treated with ECMO since the program’s inception. Criteria for inclusion in this study were: (a) 

patients over the age of 18, (b) treated with the veno-venous modality of ECMO, (c) with an 

acute respiratory failure, and (d) treated between the program’s inception, May 1, 2010 and June 

31, 2016. Exclusion criteria will include use of veno-arterial ECMO, and major bleeding prior to 

ECMO cannulation. 

Methods for Evaluation 

Data Collection 

Data collected by quantitative designs should produce precise, legitimate, and significant 

data (Polit & Beck, 2012). The method should be comprehensive enough to include the 

dependent and independent variables, as well as any confounding variables that may have a 

relation to the outcome (Rouen, 2014). Data collection can take on many forms including 

surveys and interviews, or appraisal of previously stored data from sources like electronic health 
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records (EHRs) or national registries (Rouen, 2014). The data collection method used should be 

practical and flexible enough to be used with the population being studied (Rouen, 2014).  

The method chosen for this project consisted of data collected from EHRs through a 

retrospective review. Collection of data through EHR reviews is both cost-effective and 

timesaving, however missing data points may limit a comprehensive collection (Rouen, 2014). 

Every effort was made to ensure the completeness of the data collection during this project. 

Pertinent data was collected using a data collection tool currently in use by the ECMO program 

at BUMC-P. The data consisted of demographic characteristics, indications for ECMO, mode of 

ECMO treatment, lab results including hemoglobin and ACT, anticoagulation strategy used, 

blood transfusion requirements, and patient outcomes including length of stay and survival to 

discharge. The data collected will be stored in an Excel spreadsheet for ease of use and 

organization. This data will be collected by the principal investigator and the ECMO coordinator 

and BUMCP. Completeness of the data will be the responsibility of the aforementioned 

individuals. Retrospective designs are prone to selection bias which can be caused when the 

comparison group is not representative of the population or diagnosis of the subject is extremely 

different (Polit & Beck, 2012). This bias will be controlled for by ensuring similar diagnosis for 

all participants. 

Data Analysis 

Statistical analysis will be used to help manage and interpret the data collected into 

meaningful information that can provide insight into the problem being studied (Rouen, 2014). 

This sample size was reflective of all patients treated with veno-venous ECMO between May 1, 

2010 and July 31, 2016. Descriptive analysis including mean, median, and mode was used to 
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detail patient characteristics and measures of the different variables (Rouse, 2014). Secondary 

analysis examined the relationships that existed between the variables using a Pearson 

correlational coefficient. Relationships between the different anticoagulation strategies and 

bleeding complications were explored and any significant statistical information regarding these 

relationships was described.  

Resources required for successful completion of data collection and analysis include a 

statistical software package like SPSS, collaboration with a statistician, and access to the patient 

data. Collaboration with the ECMO coordinator and BUMCP was also an invaluable resource. 

(See Appendix B for further breakdown of costs associated with project.)  

RESULTS 

Sample Characteristics 

A total of 122 patients who were treated with veno-venous ECMO were included in the 

data sample. Of the 122 patients, the sample was predominately male (54%, n=66) and the 

patients had a mean age of 43 with the youngest patient at age 18 and the eldest at 83 years of 

age. The average treatment time was 10.3 days spent on the ECMO circuit with the shortest 

treatment lasting one day and the longest lasting 37 days. Average length of stay 27.3 days with 

the shortest length of stay being one day and the longest length of stay being 121 days. Of the 

122 patients in the sample, 67 (55%) survived to discharge, 55 (45%) expired while undergoing 

treatment, experienced withdrawal of care, or were discharged to hospice.  

ECMO anticoagulation characteristics revealed that 40 patients (33%) were treated with 

full titration of heparin with an ACT goal of 180-220, 52 patients (42%) were treated with a set 

rate of 500 units/hour of heparin, and 30 patients (25%) received no heparin during their 
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treatment. Characteristics of each group as well as significant relationships between variables 

will be discussed separately in the following paragraphs. Table 1 lists the demographic 

characteristics of the sample. 

TABLE 1. Demographic Characteristics of All Adult Veno-Venous ECMO Patients (N = 122) 

Patient Characteristic Number Percentage Mean Range 
Gender   

 Male 

 Female 

 

Anticoagulation Strategy, patients 

 Full titration 

 Set Rate 

 No Heparin 

 

Outcome 

 Survival to discharge 
 Patient expired 

 66 

 56 

 

 

 40 

 52 

 30 

 

 

 67 
 55 

 54% 

 46% 

 

 

 33% 

 42% 

 25% 

 

 

 55% 
 45% 

  

Age 

 

Days on ECMO 

 

Length of stay, days 

  

 43.1 (17.1) 18 – 83 

  

 10.3 (7.4) 1 – 37 

  

 27.3 (18.1) 1 – 121 

Evaluating Different Anticoagulation Strategies, their Characteristics, and Outcomes 

The patient data was separated into three categories of anticoagulation strategy currently 

in use at BUMCP. These consisted of a fully titrated strategy in which a heparin protocol was 

followed in order to keep a goal ACT of 180-220, the second was a set rate of heparin in which 

low dose heparin was run at 500 unit/hour for the entire duration of treatment, and the last 

strategy which did not use heparin during ECMO treatment. Several variables for each group 

were examined including mean hemoglobin, ACT, length of stay, number of packed red blood 

cells (PRBCs) infused, and the relationships between ACT and hemoglobin, length of stay, and 
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number of PRBCs infused. Patient outcomes including survival to discharge and patient 

expiration for each group were also examined. 

In the titrated heparin group, the sample was mostly male at 53% (n=21) and had a 58% 

survival to discharge rate. The mean hemoglobin for this group was 10.5 g/dl and patients 

received 17.9 units of PRBCs on average. Length of stay ranged between two and 61 days with 

an average stay in the hospital of 27.6 days. This group was noted to have a statistically 

significant positive relationship between ACT and hemoglobin (r = .450, p = .005) meaning that 

as ACT increased, hemoglobin also rose. Negative relationships were revealed between ACT and 

length of stay and PRBCs respectively yet neither were statistically significant (r = -.295, p = 

.076, and r = .089, p = .617). See Table 2 for further description of the characteristics and Table 

5 for potential relationships of the titrated heparin group. 

TABLE 2. Characteristics of Titrated Heparin (N = 40) 

Patient Characteristic N (%) Mean (SD) Range 
Gender   

 Male 

 Female 

 

Outcome 

 Survival to discharge 

 Patient expired 

 21 (53%) 

 19 (47%) 

 

 

 23 (58%) 

 17 (42%) 

 

 

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 

 

ACT (seconds) 
 

Length of stay (days) 

 

PRBCs transfused (units) 

  

 10.5 (1.2) 8.5 – 13.9  

  

 174.8 (24.7) 134 – 282 
 

 27.6 (15.6) 2 – 61 

 

 17.9 (21.6) 1 – 97 

Table 3 describes the characteristics of the group that used the set rate of heparin strategy. The 

sample size was biggest for this group and consisted of 52 patients split equally between male 

(50%) and female (50%). This group was noted to have a survival to discharge rate of 67% with 
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a mean stay of 25.2 days in the hospital. The average hemoglobin for this group was 7.8 g/dl 

with patients requiring a mean of 9.9 units of PRBCs during treatment. Similar to the titrated 

heparin group, a positive relationship between ACT and hemoglobin was noted (r = 0.35, p = 

.822) and negative relationships between ACT and length of stay, and numbers of PRBCs 

infused were appreciated (r = -.121, p = .441, and r = -.150, p = .344), yet none were statistically 

significant. Correlations between variables can be found in Table 5. 

TABLE 3. Characteristics of a Set Rate Heparin (N = 52) 

Patient Characteristic N (%) Mean (SD) Range 
Gender   

 Male 

 Female 

 

Outcome 

 Survival to discharge 

 Patient expired 

 26 (50%) 

 26 (40%) 

 

 

 35 (67%) 

 17 (33%) 

 

  

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 

 

ACT (seconds) 
 

Length of stay (days) 

 

PRBCs transfused (units) 

  

 7.8 (12.7) 7.8 – 12.7  

  

 160.9 (25.6) 73 – 222 
 

 25.2 (12.7) 3 – 98 

 

 9.9 (12.5) 0 – 7 

The no heparin strategy group had the smallest sample size with 30 patients in this treatment 

group. The sample was again predominately male (53%) and had an average length of stay of 

20.9 days. Survival to discharge was lowest in this group at 33% overall. The average 

hemoglobin was 9.5 g/dl with an average of 11.1 units of PRBCs infused during treatment of 

these patients. This group also had the lowest mean ACT of all three groups at 147.1. In contrast 

to the first two groups, a negative relationship was seen between ACT and hemoglobin (r = -

.207) and a positive relationship was seen between ACT and length of stay (r = .152), however 

neither of these relationships were statically significant (p = .409 and p = .548, respectively). 
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Similar to the two previous groups, a negative relationship between ACT and PRBCs infused 

was appreciated, yet it was also statistically insignificant (r = -.143, p = .585). Table 4 contains 

the full characteristics and potential relationships of the group not treated with heparin.  

TABLE 4. Variables of Interest in the No Heparin Group (N = 30) 

Patient Characteristic N (%) Mean (SD) Range 
Gender   

 Male 

 Female 

 

Outcome 

 Survival to discharge 

 Patient expired 

 17 (57%) 

 13 (43%) 

 

 

 10 (33%) 

 20 (67%) 

 

  

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 

 

ACT (seconds) 
 

Length of stay (days) 

 

PRBCs transfused (units) 

  

 9.5 (1.3) 7.8 – 9.5  

  

 147.1 (37.4) 23 – 195 
 

 20.9 (27.4) 1 – 121 

 

 11.1 (9.4) 0 – 38 

TABLE 5. Correlations 

Relationship 
Full 

Titration 

r (p value) 

Set Rate No 

Anticoagulation 

r (p value) r (p value) 

Correlation between ACT and hemoglobin 
 

Correlation between ACT and length of stay 

 

Correlation between ACT and number of PRBCs transfused 

 .450 (.005) 
 

 -.295 (.076) 

  

 -.089 (.617) 

 0.35 (.822) -.207 (.409) 
 

 -.121 (.441) .152 (.548) 

 

 -.150 (.344) -.143 (.585) 

DISCUSSION 

This report sought to describe the patient and treatment characteristics of different 

anticoagulation strategies from a single center over a six-year time period to provide some 

insight into outcomes related to the different anticoagulation strategies. Overall, the patients 

treated with veno-venous ECMO at BUMCP experienced a 55% survival to discharge rate which 
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is slightly below the 58% reported by ELSO for patients undergoing ECMO treatment for 

respiratory disease (ELSO, 2014). When looking at the three groups, the group that received no 

heparin had the lowest survival to discharge at 33% which may suggest that the use of heparin 

may be beneficial in ECMO patients. Both the titrated heparin group and set rate group 

experienced higher survival to discharge rates at 58% and 67% respectively.  

In terms of hemoglobin and units of PRBCs transfused, the titrated heparin group had the 

highest average hemoglobin (10.5 g/dl) yet required the most units of PRBCs to be transfused 

(17.9 units). The average ACT for this group was also highest at 174.8 suggesting that more 

transfusions were required due to potential bleeding complications from the use of heparin. 

However, in stark contrast, the group that used no heparin had the lowest average ACT (147.1), 

yet had the second highest mean hemoglobin (9.5) and units of PRBCs transfused (11.1 units). 

These results may suggest that factors beside the heparin infusion alone affect the treatment 

characteristics of ECMO including patient outcomes. The set rate of heparin group which 

experienced the highest survival to discharge, had the lowest average hemoglobin (7.8 g /dl), the 

lowest number of PRBCs infused (9.9 units), and an average ACT of 160.9. All this information 

may suggest a strategy of low-dose heparin combined with lowered transfusion requirements as 

described by Agerstrand et al. (2015) would have the most benefit to patients who are 

undergoing treatment with ECMO. 

A higher ACT was associated with an increased length of stay. For example, the average 

length of stay for a patient in the titrated heparin group was 27.6 days and their mean ACT was 

174.8 while the group that received no heparin had a mean length of stay of 20.9 days and an 

ACT of 147.1. It is unclear if the use of heparin directly affected the length of stay or if other 
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factors such as co-morbidities had a role to play as well. Of note, the no heparin group also had a 

lower survival to discharge rate than the other groups which may have played a role in the 

patient’s length of stay. The patients in the no heparin group may have had conditions that had a 

higher chance of mortality to begin with thus negating the potential use of heparin as well as 

affecting their length of stay. 

This project sought to describe the potential relationships between the various 

anticoagulation strategies and patient characteristics and outcomes. The only statistically 

significant relationship noted in the study was a positive relationship between ACT and 

hemoglobin level in the titrated heparin group (r = .450, p = .005). This means that as the ACT 

increased so did the patient’s average hemoglobin level. Combined with the high number of 

average PRBC transfusions required by these patients (17.9), this may suggest that the multiple 

transfusions required may have been potentially due to bleeding complications associated with 

the amount of heparin being used. While other relationships between ACT and hemoglobin, 

length of stay, and number of PRBCs transfused were noted, none were statistically significant. 

Study Limitations 

Several limitations were noted during this study. The retrospective nature of the study 

meant data was collected from electronic records that were not designed for the purpose of data 

collection. This combined with the manual entry of several of the variables may have impacted 

the rigor of multiple variables and their reporting may have been affected. A prospective, 

randomized controlled trial would be better suited to providing the level of rigorous data required 

for a project of this depth. Secondly, the use of data acquired at a single facility could greatly 

hamper the generalizability of the findings. Inclusion of other data sets from different ELSO 
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centers may have helped in this regard particularly in the international setting where protocols 

and procedures tend to be different. Thirdly, it was noted during the research that multiple 

patients spent time off their given anticoagulation strategy related to procedures or bleeding 

complications. This may have affected the overall results and the definition of anticoagulation 

strategy may need to be adjusted in further research to include amount of time spent on that 

specific strategy. Finally, the inequality of patients in the various strategy groups might have 

affected the between-group comparisons. Future research may benefit from more equal numbers 

that could potentially lead to more robust findings. Despite these limitations, this study was able 

to provide some insight into the various anticoagulation strategies used at BUMCP and their 

potential patient outcomes. 

CONCLUSION 

The use of ECMO in the treatment of acute respiratory failure patients has demonstrated 

improvement on patient survivability when compared to conventional treatment using 

mechanical ventilation (52.9% vs. 36.7%; Peek et al., 2010). These numbers mean that by using 

ECMO, one extra patient survived for every six patients treated (Peek et al., 2010). ECMO, as all 

other medical treatments, is not without its complications, chief of which is bleeding. A better 

understanding of anticoagulation used during treatment with ECMO could lead to further benefit 

for these patients.  

This study, although small, suggests that use of heparin in ECMO patients does have a 

positive impact on their survival. Furthermore, patients who were exposed to a set rate of heparin 

experienced a greater survival to discharge rate and required fewer transfusions of PRBCs during 

their hospital stay. This provides further evidence for the strategy outlined by Agerstrand et al. 
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(2015) in which a low-dose heparin strategy was combined with lower transfusion thresholds to 

improve patient outcomes. While this lower transfusion threshold was not specifically utilized by 

BUMCP, Agerstrand et al. (2015) suggest holding potential transfusions of PRBCs until the 

patient drops below a hemoglobin of 7 g/dl. Adopting this lowered transfusion threshold may 

help reduce unfavorable patient outcomes as suggested by this study. Further exploration is 

warranted to address potential co-morbidities that may have had an impact on patient survival as 

well as transfusion requirements. The knowledge gained in this study will help provide some 

insight into the characteristics and patient outcomes associated with different anticoagulation 

strategies that may inform future care and treatment of the ECMO patient. 
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APPENDIX A: 

DATA COLLECTION TOOLS 
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Instructions/Guidelines 

Data Collection Tools 

 

Patient +A1 M/F Age Circuit Diagnosis Type  

            

            

            

            

       

Intubation 
Date 

Start 
Date 

Time of 
Cannulation  End Date 

Time of 
Decannulation 

Days on 
ECMO  

            

            

            

          0.0 

   

Average ECMO 
Run in Days 

 

 
 

#DIV/0! 

 

Disposition PRBC  ECMO Start Time Time off Heparin gtt 

        

        

        

    Heparin gtt Set Rate or Titrate HGB ACT 
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APPENDIX B: 

PROJECTED BUDGET 
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Projected Budget 

 

Expense Items Requested Amount 

 

 

Travel 

 
$50.00 

Statistical Software 

 
$250.00 

Printing Expense 

 

$50.00 

Materials And Supplies 

 

$150.00 

Consultant Fees (if needed) 

 
$1000.00 

 

Total 

 

 

$1500.00 
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APPENDIX C: 

EVIDENCE APPRAISAL TABLE 
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Author / Article Qual: Concepts or 

phenomena 

Quan: Key Variables 

Hypothesis 

Research Question 

Theoretical 

Framework 

Design Sample (N) Data Collection 

(Instruments/tools) 

Findings 

Lamb, K. M., Cowan, S. C, Evans, 

N., Pithcer, H., Moritz, M., Lazar, H. 

H., & Cavarocchi, N. C. (2012). 
Successful management of bleeding 

complications supported with 

extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation with primary respiratory 

failure. Perfusion, 28(2), 121-131. 

doi: 10.1177/0267659112464096 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Hypothesis: Episodes of 

major bleeding can be 

successfully managed via 
surgical and endoscopic 

approaches in a high risk 

ECMO population. 

 

Key Concepts: 

VA-ECMO/VV-ECMO 

cannulation method: 

cannulation of ECMO 

occurred via venous or 

arterial cannulation 

 

Heparin Protocol: A 
bolus of heparin between 

5000-7500 units was 

given upon cannulation 

followed by an infusion 

titrated per PTT goal of 

40-45 seconds 

 

Surgical Procedures: 

classified according to 

urgency of procedure. 

 
Massive bleeding: 

defined as transfusion of 

10 units of PRBCs over 

24 hours. 

None 

Described 

Retrospective 

Case Study 

21 patients 

required ECMO 

support during this 
studies time 

frame. Of those 21 

patients 2 females, 

and 3 males 

experienced 

massive bleeding 

and met study 

criteria. 

Patient data was collected 

retrospectively using a 

prospective data-
collection system. Data 

included demographic 

data, indications and 

length of time for ECMO, 

heparin protocol 

information, bleeding 

events and their 

management, occurrence 

of neurological events, 

and short- and long-term 

outcomes. 

Massive bleeding 

complications 

experienced by study 
participants were found to 

be related to chest tube 

insertion, ECMO cannula 

dislodgement, ventricular 

rupture, and jejunal 

arterio-venous 

malformations. 

Aggressive resuscitation, 

endoscopic, and operative 

interventions were 

required by the patients 

for a total of 28 
procedures. All five 

patients included in the 

study were successfully 

weaned off of ECMO and 

discharged leading the 

authors to conclude that 

ECMO bleeding 

complications can be 

successfully addressed 

using an endoscopic or 

surgical approach. 

Guttendorf, J., Boujoukos, A. J., Ren, 

D., Rosenzweig, M. Q., & Hravnak, 

M. (2014). Discharge outcome in 

adults treated with extracorporeal 

Purpose: To describe 

patient and treatment 

characteristics, outcomes 

of patients undergoing 

None 

Described 

Single center, 

descriptive 

retrospective 

case review 

Included all 

patients treated 

with ECMO 

during a five year 

Patient data was collected 

by the principal 

investigator via chart 

review for specific 

Of the 212 patients 

included in the study, 126 

were treated for cardiac 

illness while 86 were 
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membrane oxygenation. American 

Journal of Critical Care, 23(5), 365-

376. doi: 10.4037/ajcc2014115 

ECMO treatment, to 

determine which 

characteristics were 

related to a good versus 

bad outcome, and to 

determine if the 

characteristics related to 
a good versus bad 

outcome differed 

between cardiac or 

respiratory support. 

 

Key Concepts: 

Patient characteristics: 

Included patient 

demographics, 

comorbidities, indication 

for ECMO 

 
Treatment 

characteristics: Mode of 

ECMO, transfusion 

requirements, duration, 

complications, and 

cannulation strategy 

 

Outcome: good outcome 

was determined by 

survival to discharge, 

while a poor outcome 
was death or discharge to 

hospice. 

 

period between 

January 1, 2005 

and December 31, 

2009. 217 patients 

were identified 

and 5 were 

excluded due to 
inability to 

establish 

meaningful 

ECMO flow, 

ECMO course 

being less than 

one hour, and 

overlapping data 

points.  

 

Mean age of 51 

years.  
 

Patients were 

predominately 

white (94%) males 

(65%).  

treatments and patient 

characteristics. 

 

Complications were 

determined by reviewing 

progress notes, 

microbiology reports, and 
ICD-9 admission codes. 

 

IBM SPSS version 20 

was used for statistical 

analysis. 

treated for respiratory 

failure.  

 

Survival to discharge was 

33% overall broken down 

into 50% survival rate for 

respiratory illness and 
21% for cardiac patients.  

 

Poor outcomes were 

related to increased 

transfusion requirements 

(48 vs 24 units, p=.005), 

age (53 v 47 years, p 

=.007), and complications 

(99% vs 87%, p<.001). 

 

In cardiac patients, older 

age was associated with 
poor outcome (poor, 55 vs 

good, 48, p=.01) 

 

Respiratory patients had 

poor outcomes associated 

with a higher number of 

ventilator days prior to 

ECMO (6 vs 3, p=.01), 

higher PIP (39 vs 35, 

p=.01), and low 

pulmonary compliance 
(19 vs 25 ml/cmH2O, 

p=.008). 

Weingart, C., Lubnow, M., Philipp, 

A., Bein, T., Camboni, D., & Müller, 

T. (2015). Comparison of coagulation 

parameters, anticoagulation, and need 

for transfusion in patients on 

interventional lung assist or veno-

venous extracorporeal membrane 

Purpose: collection and 

analysis of data 

regarding coagulation-

related parameters, 

transfusion needs, and 

anticoagulation in adults 

patients compared 

None 

Described 

Single center, 

descriptive 

retrospective 

review  

ECMO patients 

(n=192), male = 

133 (69.3%), 

female = 59 

(30.7%). Mean 

age was 48.5. 

 

Data was collected 

retrospectively and 

placed in a large database 

(Regensburg ECMO 

registry). 

 

Statistical analysis was 

The authors found no 

significant difference is 

outcomes and overall 

transfusion rates between 

the ECMO group and the 

iLA group.  
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oxygenation. Artificial Organs, 39(9), 

765-773. doi: 10.1111/aor.12464 

between interventional 

lung assist (iLA) and 

veno-venous (VV) 

ECMO. 

 

Key concepts: 

iLA: consists of a 
pumpless artificial 

arterio-venous shunt 

combined with a low-

resistance membrane 

oxygenator. 

 

ECMO: pump-driven 

system that uses a 

membrane to effectively 

remove CO2 and 

improve oxygenation. 

 
Anticoagulation-related 

parameters and 

anticoagulation 

management: authors 

focused on aPTT for this 

study and the use of 

heparin. 

 

Need for transfusion: 

related to the transfusion 

of PRBCs, platelets, and 
FFP. 

 

iLA patients 

(n=63), male = 51 

(81.0%), female = 

12 (19.0%). Mean 

age was 49.9. 

 

The ECMO group 
had a higher mean 

sequential organ 

failure score 

(SOFA; 12 vs 11) 

and higher BMI 

(27.8 vs 26.3) 

compared to that 

of the iLA group. 

conducted with PASW 

statistics 18. Significance 

was assumed for a P 

value <0.05 

110 mL per day of PRBCs 

were transfused in the 

ECMO group compared 

to 146 mL per day in the 

iLA group. 

 

Platelet counts dropped 
significantly in patients 

being treated with VV-

ECMO as compared to 

the iLA group. 

 

A more extreme 

anticoagulation approach 

with a mean aPTT > 53 s 

led to higher transfusion 

requirement. 

Agerstrand, C. L., Burkart, K. M., 

Abrams, D. C., Bacchetta M. D., & 

Brodie, D. (2015). Blood 

conservation in extracorporeal 

membrane oxygenation for acute 

respiratory distress syndrome. The 

Annals of Thoracic Surgery, 99, 590-

596. Doi: 

Hypothesis: 

Implementation of a 

blood conservation 

protocol in adults 

undergoing treatment 

with ECMO would 

reduce transfusion 

requirements and have 

None 

Described 

Retrospective, 

descriptive 

study 

38 patients were 

selected for the 

study. Mean age = 

33. Males = 24 

(63.2%), Females 

= 14 (36.8%). 

 

VV-ECMO 

Data was collected via 

retrospective chart review 

and consisted of patient 

demographics, clinical 

and laboratory data. 

 

Transfusion requirements 

were defined as the 

Of the 38 patients studied, 

24 (63.2%) required 

transfusion during 

ECMO. Median 

hemoglobin during 

ECMO was 8.29 g/dL 

with a median of 1.0 units 

of pRBCs over a duration 
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10.1016/j.athoracsur.2014.08.039 comparable survival and 

organ recovery to that of 

traditional transfusion 

strategies. 

 

Key Concepts: 

ECMO: extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation 

 

ARDS: acute respiratory 

distress syndrome 

 

Blood conservation 

protocol: acceptance of a 

hemoglobin level as low 

as 7.0 g/dL prior to 

transfusion, low-dose 

anticoagulation, and 

autotransfusion of blood 
in the ECMO circuit at 

the time of 

decannulation. 

 

patients = 34 

(89.4%), VA-

ECMO patients = 

2 (5.3%), VAV-

ECMO patients = 

2 (5.3%). 

 
Mean ECMO 

duration = 9 days 

 

 

amount of units of mLs 

of pRBCs transfused. 

 

Data was analyzed using 

SAS 9.2 software and 

Excel 14.2.2 software 

with data presented as 
median values with 

interquartile range. 

of 9.0 days.  

 

Bleeding complications 

occurred in 10 patients 

(26.3%) and severe 

bleeding occurred in 2 

patients (5.3%). 
 

28 patients (73.7%) 

survived to discharge. 

 

The blood conservation 

strategy deployed by the 

authors resulted in lower 

transfusion requirements 

and bleeding 

complications that 

previously seen in ECMO 

literature. Survival rates 
and organ recovery were 

also comparable. 

Pieri, M., Agracheva, N., Bonaveglio, 

E., Greco, T., De Bonis, M., Covello, 

R. D., Zangrillo, A., & Pappalardo, F. 

(2013). Bivalirudin versus heparin as 

an anticoagulant during 

extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation: A case-control study. 

Journal of Cardiothoracic and 
Vascular Anesthesia, 27(1), 30-34. 

doi: 10.1053/j.jvca.2012.07.019 

Purpose: To compare 

bivalirudin-based 

anticoagulation with 

heparin-based protocols 

with emphasis placed on 

thromboembolic and 

bleeding complications. 

 
Key Concepts: 

Anticoagulation: Patients 

treated with heparin or 

bivalirudin. 

 

Bleeding: Major defined 

as transfusion of 10 units 

of PRBCs over 24 hours. 

Minor: defined as overt 

None 

Desribed 

Case-control, 

observational 

study 

Patients treated 

with ECMO and 

admitted to the 

cardiovascular 

intensive care unit. 

n=20 

 

Mean age = 56.7 
 

Males= 80%, 

Females=20% 

 

10 patients treated 

with VA-ECMO 

(5 cases treated 

with bivalirudin, 

and 5 controls 

Four hours after the start 

of anticoagulation, 

coagulation tests were 

performed and then 

continued every 8 hours.  

 

416 total aPTT assays 

were analyzed. 216 from 
the bivalirudin group and 

200 from the heparin 

group.  

 

Data was analyzed using 

SAS 2002-2008 software. 

Categorical variables 

were analyzed using the 

Shaprio-Welk test, and 

Patients receiving 

bivalirudin had more 

variations in aPTT >20% 

of the previous value (52 

v 24, p <0.001). 

 

The heparin group 

required a higher number 
of corrections to reach 

target dose than the 

bivalirudin group (58 v 

51) but was not 

statistically significant. 

 

No difference between the 

groups was seen in 

bleeding, thromboembolic 
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bleeding not meeting 

criteria for major 

bleeding. 

 

Thrombosis: venous or 

arterial occlusion with 

signs and symptoms or 
seen on radiologic 

studies. 

 

Measurements: aPTT 

was used to measure the 

effectiveness of 

bivalirudin and heparin 

treated with 

heparin) 

 

10 patients treated 

with VV-ECMO 

(5 cases treated 

with bivalirudin, 
and 5 controls 

treated with 

heparin) 

 

(Adapted from 

Franco, 2015). 

 

 

the Mann-Whitney U test 

was used for 

demographic and clinical 

differences. 

 

The main purpose of the 

study was comparison of 
the number of corrections 

with the anticoagulation 

drug dose required to 

reach target aPTT in each 

group. 

 

(Adapted from Franco, 

2015) 

 

events, ECMO support 

duration, and mortality.  

 

(Adapted from Franco, 

2015). 

Ranucci, M., Ballotta, A., Kandil, H., 

Isgrò, G., Carlucci, C., Baryshnikova, 

E., & Pistuddi, V. (2011). 

Bivalirudin-based versus 
conventional heparin anticoagulation 

for postcardiotomy extracorporeal 

membrane oxygenation. Critical 

Care, 15, 1-11.  

Purpose: retrospective 

comparative analysis of 

conventional 

anticoagulation with 
heparin versus 

bivalirduin with focus on 

blood loss, 

thromboembolic events, 

blood product 

transfusion, and cost. 

 

Key Concepts: 

Anticoagulation: 

Conventional heparin-

based protocol versus a 
bivalirudin-based 

protocol. 

 

Anticoagulation 

monitoring: tests used 

were the ACT, aPTT, 

and kaolin-activated 

thromboelastography. 

 

None 

Described 

Retrospective, 

comparative 

analysis 

Patients 

postcardiotomy 

treated with 

ECMO, N=21  
 

9 children and 12 

adults. 

  

Mean age in 

heparin group = 

13.9 ± 19 

 

Mean age in 

bivalirudin group 

= 36.5 ± 29 
 

Nine patients 

(43%) died on 

ECMO 

 

7 patients (33%) 

were weaned from 

ECMO but died 

prior to discharge 

Data was retrieved for 

patient’s electronic 

medical record and 

institutional database. 
 

Parameters recoded 

include demographics, 

standard coagulation 

profile, 

thromboelastopgraphy 

profile, bleeding and 

transfusions, 

thromboembolic events, 

patient outcomes, and 

cost analysis. 
 

Standard coagulation 

profile: ACT, aPTT, INR, 

platelet count, fibrinogen, 

d-dimer, and AT activity. 

 

Patient outcomes: 

weaned, survived to 

discharge, death after 

Authors discovered no 

significant difference in 

the heparin group versus 

the bivalirudin group in 
red cell transfusions (p = 

.067). 

 

Patients in the bivalirudin 

group demonstrated 

longer ACTs, aPTTS, and 

reaction times at 

thromboelastography. 

 

Patients treated with 

bivalirduin showed a 
significantly lower blood 

loss (16 ml/kg/day vs. 51 

ml/kg/day, p = 0.0015), 

lower requirements for 

fresh frozen plasma (5.9 

ml/kg/day vs. 12 

ml/kg/day, p = 0.020) and 

platelet concentrates (3 

ml/kg/day vs. 33 
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Bleeding: measured by 

chest drain output and 

standardized for body 

weight. 

 

Blood product 

transfusion: consisted of 
pRBCs, FFP, and 

platelets  

 

Cost: an analysis was 

performed and reported 

in terms of daily cost. 

 

5 patients (24%) 

survived to 

discharge. 

 

(Adapted from 

Franco, 2015). 

weaning, death during 

ECMO. 

 

(Adapted from Franco, 

2015). 

ml/kg/day, p = 0.008) 

than those treated with 

heparin. 

 

This study demonstrates 

treatment with bivalirudin 

may have a better 
coagulation profile, less 

bleeding, and require less 

transfusion, but more 

stringent evidence 

including RCTs is 

required. 

 

Atallah, S., Liebl, M., Fitousis, K., 

Bostan, F., & Masud, F. (2014). 

Evaluation of the activated clotting 

time and activate partial 

thromboplastin time for the 

monitoring of heparin in adult 
extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation patients. Perfusion, 

29(5), 456-461. doi: 

10.1177/0267659114524264 

Purpose: assessment of 

the relationship between 

heparin dose and ACT or 

aPTT values. The study 

also evaluated the 

connection between 
paired ACT and aPTT 

samples. 

 

Key Concepts: 

Anticoagulation: refers 

to heparin gtt used 

during treatment with 

ECMO. 

 

Anticoagulation 

measurement: refers to 
the use of ACT of aPTT 

for this study. 

None 

Described 

Correlational, 

Observational 

ECMO patient 

anticoagulated 

with heparin gtt 

during treatment  

n=46 

 
Mean age of 56 ± 

15 years 

 

Males=67%, 

Females=33% 

 

Indications for 

ECMO: Cardiac 

illness was 45%, 

Respiratory illness 

was 45%, and both 
illnesses was 10%. 

(Adapted from 

Franco, 2015). 

 

Data was collected 

retrospectively via 

electronic chart review. 

65 ECMO patients were 

identified during the 

defined study period.  
 

Samples collected within 

20 minutes of each other 

were termed paired 

samples. 

 

Three groups were 

identified: sub-

therapeutic, therapeutic, 

and supra-therapeutic. 

 
(Adapted from Franco, 

2015). 

The authors found a better 

correlation between 

heparin dose and aPTT 

(Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficient (r) 

= 0.43-.054) versus ACT 
((r) = 0.11-0.14).  

 

This suggests that aPTT is 

a more useful evaluation 

for the dosing of heparin 

amongst ECMO patients. 

 

(Adapted from Franco, 

2015). 

Bembea, M. M., Annich, G., Rycus, 

P., Oldenburg, G., Berkowtiz, I., & 

Pronovost, P. (2013). Variability in 

anticoagulation management of 

patients on extracorporeal membrane 

Purpose: to determine 

current anticoagulation 

practices in patients 

undergoing treatment 

with ECMO 

None 

Described 

Anonymous, 

single cross-

sectional 

survey  

121 respondents to 

the survey out of 

187 ELSO-

registered ECMO 

centers (65%).  

An anonymous, single 

cross-sectional survey 

was conducted. The 

survey was piloted by 

four ECMO medical 

84 respondents (72%) 

reported having written 

ECMO protocols for 

anticoagulation and blood 

product management.  
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oxygenation: An international survey. 

Pediatric Critical Care Medicine, 

14(2), e77-e84. doi: 

10.1097/PCC.0b013e31827127e4 

Key Concepts:  

ECMO program 

characteristics: including 

equipment, size of ICU 

served, ECMO capacity, 

indications for ECMO. 

 
Patient population 

characteristics: 

consisting of patient 

demographics. 

 

Institution-specific 

anticoagulation protocols 

and blood product 

transfusion protocols: 

including type of 

anticoagulation used, 

transfusion thresholds, 
and circuit used. 

 

Methods of 

anticoagulation 

monitoring: ACT, aPTT, 

and other lab values. 

 

103 responses 

from North 

America, 12 

responses from 

Europe, 6 

respones from 

Australia and New 
Zealand. 

 

24 (20%) of 

respondents 

served a single 

ICU. 97 (80%) 

served more than 

on ICU. 

 

81 programs were 

pediatric only 

(67%), 4 were 
adult only 

program (3%), 36 

were mixed adult 

and pediatric 

(30%). 

directors and program 

coordinators then 

dispersed to the 

remaining ELSO-

registered ECMO centers. 

 

The survey was dispersed 
using the monthly ELSO 

newsletter and a 

SurveyMonkey.com was 

used.  

 

The survey was open 

from November 2010 to 

May 2011. 

 

Statistical evaluations 

was carried out using 

STATA 11.0 and a p 
value of 0.05 was 

considered significant. 

Heparin was used at all 

centers with only 8% of 

centers reporting having 

used alternative methods 

of anticoagulation in the 6 

months prior to the 

investigation.  
 

Preferred method of 

anticoagulation 

monitoring was ACT 

(97% of respondents). 

 

Management of 

anticoagulation and blood 

product transfusion varied 

widely from ECMO 

center to ECMO center.  

Peek, G. J., Elbourne, D., Mugford, 

M., Tiruvoipati, R., Wilson, A., 

Allen, E., … Truesdale, A. (2010). 

Randomised controlled trial and 

parallel economic evaluation of 
conventional ventilatory support 

versus extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation for severe adult 

respiratory failure (CESAR). Health 

Technology Assessment, 14(35), 1-90. 

doi: 10.3310/hta14350 

Hypothesis: ECMO will 

improve survival without 

severe disability at six 

months in adults with 

severe, reversible 
respiratory failure and 

remain cost-effective. 

 

 

None 

Described 

Randomized 

Controlled 

Trial 

766 potentially 

eligible patients 

were identified 

between July 2001 

and August 2006.  
 

180 patients were 

chosen for the 

study. 

 

Mean age of 

ECMO group was 

39.9 and 51 

(56.7%) were 

180 patients were 

randomized into one of 

two arms. In the ECMO 

arm, 90 patients received 

treatment with the ECMO 
circuit. The control arm 

(CM) consisted of 90 

patients who received 

treatment with a low 

volume ventilation 

strategy recommended by 

the ARDS network. 

 

Primary analysis was by 

The authors showed that 

the ECMO arm had less 

patients that had died or 

had severe disability after 

6 months when compared 
to the CM arm [33/90 

(36.7%) versus 46/87 

(52.9%) respectively; 

relative risk (RR) = 0.69 

[95% 

confidence interval (CI) 

0.50 to 0.97]; p = 0.030]. 

 

The study also found that 
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male. 

 

Mean age of CM 

group was 40.4 

and 53 (58.9%) 

were male. 

 

intention to treat. 

 

Secondary analysis was 

based on subgroup 

analyses.  

the cost associated with 

ECMO was higher than 

that of the CM arm 

(£73,979 vs £33,435; UK 

prices, 2005). 

 

Zapol, W. M., Snider, M. T., Hill, J. 
D., Fallat, R. J., Bartlett, R. J., 

Edmunds, L. H.,…Miller R. G. 

(1979). Extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation in severe acute 

respiratory failure. The Journal of the 

American Medical Association, 

242(20), 2193-2196. 

Hypothesis: Sought to 
describe any improved 

outcomes associated 

ECMO supplemented 

mechanical ventilation in 

the setting of acute lung 

injury. 

None 
Described 

Randomized 
Controlled 

Trial 

A total of 90 
patients were 

chosen for the 

study 

 

42 received 

ECMO therapy 

with mechanical 

ventilation 

 

48 received 

conventional 

mechanical 
ventilation 

Nine collaborative 
centers were chosen for 

the study. 

 

Protocol was developed 

that outlined criteria for 

selection including entry 

and exit from the study, 

guidelines for 

management during 

treatment, and 

requirements for 

monitoring and data 
collection. 

 

Over 2.5 years, 90 

patients were selected for 

the study. 

 

The authors established a 

statistical center for data 

collection analysis and a 

pathology center for 

study of pulmonary 
pathologic features. 

 

The authors demonstrated 
there was no difference in 

the frequency of survival 

between the ECMO and 

control groups. 

 

Survival was more 

common in patients with 

fewer ventilator days. 

 

Patients with more than 

one week on the ventilator 

had a survival rate of less 
than 4%. 

Morris, A. H., Wallace, J., Menlove, 

R. L., Clemmer, T. P., Orme Jr, J. F., 

Weaver L. K.,…Rasmusson, B. 

(1994). Randomized clinical trial of 

pressure-controlled inverse ration 

ventilation and extracorporeal CO2 

removal for adult respiratory distress 

Hypothesis: The authors 

sought to compare a low-

frequency positive-

pressure ventilation-

extracorporeal carbon 

dioxide removal strategy 

with continuous positive 

None 

Described 

Randomized 

Controlled 

Trial 

Blinded 

randomization was 

used to receive 

conventional 

therapy or the 

newly described 

therapy.  

Life table analysis was 

used to compare survival 

in the two groups. 

 

Various data were 

collected including 

PEEP, tidal volume, 

The authors demonstrated 

no significant difference 

in the survival rates 

between the groups and 

did not recommend 

extracorporeal support as 

a therapy for ARDS. 
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syndrome. American Journal of 

Respiratory and Critical Care 

Medicine. 149, 295-305 

pressure ventilation with 

patient outcomes as the 

primary measure. 

Patients were 

stratified by age 

and presence of 

trauma. 

 

Illness severity 

was assessed by 
APACHE II at the 

time of 

randomization. 

 

40 patients were 

admitted to the 

study out of 249 

identified ARDS 

patients. 

 

hemoglobin, oxygen 

saturations, and FIO2. 

 

 

Lamarche, Y., Chow, B., Bedard, A., 

Johal, N., Kaan, A., Humphries, K. 

H., & Cheung, A. (2010). 
Thromboembolic events in patients 

on extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation without anticoagulation. 

Innovations, 5(6), 424-429 

Purpose: To describe the 

experience with ECMO 

support without the use 
of heparin in a single 

center. 

None 

Described 

Prospectively 

collected 

database was 
retrospectively 

analyzed. 

32 patients were 

treated with VA 

ECMO between 
2000 and 2008. 

 

Median age was 

52.5 years. 

 

20 participants 

(62.5%) were 

male. 

 

 

Patient data including 

patient characteristics, 

indication, cannulation 
site, type of cannulae, 

coagulation parameters, 

and duration of support 

were recorded 

prospectively. 

 

All electronic and paper 

charts were they 

reviewed to determine 

incidence of 

complications, results of 
imaging studies, and 

patient outcomes. 

 

Survival status was 

retrieved from a 

governmental database. 

 

In selected patients, the 

use of ECMO for 

perioperative and 
periarrest cardiac support 

without the use of 

systemic anticoagulation 

may reduce bleeding 

complications and 

transfusion requirements 

without increasing risk of 

thromboembolism in short 

ECMO runs. 
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Nair, P., Hoechter, D. J., Buscher, H., 
Venkatesh, K., Whittam, S., Joseph, 

J., & Jansz, P. (2015). Prospective 

obersvational study of hemostatic 

alterations during adult 

extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation (ECMO) using point-of-

care thromboelastometry and platelet 

aggregometry. Journal of 

Cardiothoracic and Vascular 

Anesthesia, 29(2), 288-296  

Obejctive: To 
characterize the 

hemostatic profile of 

ECMO patients using 

point-of-care tests and 

compare these to 

standard laboratory tests. 

None 
Described 

Prospective 
observational 

cohort study 

Ten serial ECMO 
patients were 

studied 

prospectively. 

 

Patients were 

selected over a 5 

motnh period and 

were excluded if 

there were less 

than 16 years of 

age, pregnant, or 

had a known pre-
existing 

coagulation 

disturbance. 

 

Conventional tests were 
collected from these 

patients including platelet 

count, PT, INR, APTT, 

and fibrinogen level. 

 

Point-of-care testing 

including ROTEM for 

thromboelastometry and 

MEA for platelet 

function. 

 

The conventional tests 
were compared to 

corresponding POCT 

values using Pearson’s 

correlation.  

 

Sensitivity, specificity, 

positive and negative 

predictive values were 

also determined.  

 

POCT testing can provide 
detailed information 

regarding hemostasis in 

ECMO patients. 

 

They can be used to 

analyze clot quality and 

predict likelihood of 

bleeding allowing for 

targeted therapy that 

could improve outcomes 

and reduce cost. 

Aubron, C., Cheng, A. C., Pilcher, 

D., Leong, T., Magrin, G., Cooper D. 
J., Schienkestel, C., & Pellegrino, V. 

(2013). Factors associated with 

outcomes of patients on 

extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation support: a 5-cohort 

study. Critical Care, 17, 1-12. 

Objective: To identify 

factors that were 
independently associated 

with outcomes for VV 

and VA ECMO. 

None 

Described 

Observational 

Cohort Study 

151 patients were 

identified from a 
prospectively 

obtain ECMO 

database. 

 

VA ECMO was 

twice as common 

as VV ECMO 

(66.5 % vs 33.5%) 

 

Median duration 

was shorter for 

VV ECMO than 
VA ECMO (7 

days vs. 10 days). 

Data were retrospectively 

taken from a 
prospectively updated 

local ECMO registry.  

 

Further data was obtained 

from review of patient 

medical records. 

 

Analyses were performed 

using Stata 10.0. 

 

Categorical variables 

were compared using a 
Fisher exact test and 

continuous variables 

The authors found that the 

most frequent 
complications during 

ECMO were bleeding and 

bloodstream infections 

regardless of ECMO type. 

 

Bleeding was the most 

frequent complication and 

associated with significant 

mortality. 

 

Infection was the second 

most common cause of 
mortality. 
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Overall mortality 

was 37.3% 

where compare with 

Mann-Whitney U. 

 

Statistical regression 

models were also 

constructed. 
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